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Abstract

A review is given of local and non-local magnetic interactions in carbon nanotubes as observed by NMR and EPR. Since
reference to graphite and graphene is compulsory, an extended review of the NMR and EPR of graphite and related
materials, including GIC, is given. Then EPR, and either static or high-resolution NMR experimental results, both in pure

13and intercalated MWNT or SWNT, are then reviewed. From high-resolution C-NMR in association with a theoretical
modelization, it is shown how conducting and semiconducting carbon nanotubes might be discriminated. The benefits of
high-resolution NMR for the characterization of carbon nanotube functionalization are described. The strong interdependence
of all carbon material studies is clearly highlighted throughout the paper. 2002 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd.
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1. Introduction chemical shift tensor in SWNT: it describes a promising
test allowing discrimination between conducting and

In this review, carbon nanotubes will essentially be semiconducting nanotubes.
considered from the point of view of those electronic Graphite can be considered as a reference material for
properties which can be probed through NMR and EPR, the study of either carbon nanotubes or fullerenes: for

13i.e. electron–nucleus magnetic interactions. Since carbon C-NMR, which yields very local tests of the electronic
nanotubes can be considered as rolled graphene sheets, i.e. structure, those materials can fundamentally be considered
extended 2D hexagonal arrays, and taking into account the as being constructed from graphene sheets slightly per-

13relative complexity of C-NMR interpretation, Section 2 turbed by 1D or 2D curvature, respectively, resulting in
3is devoted to a review of the background of NMR studies partial sp hybridization.

in graphite and graphite intercalated compounds (GIC). The specific electronic properties of graphite arise from
13Indeed, previous C studies have provided a clear status the quasi-degeneracy of thep andp* bands at the K-point

for the ‘graphene plane’, and, from GIC studies, a very of thec-parallel edge of the Brillouin zone: graphite is a
useful scaling of the isotropic and anisotropic metallic (or quasi-semi-metal, with both a very low carrier density and
Knight) shifts in conductive carbon species. EPR and static a very low density of states at the Fermi level (so-called
13C-NMR in pristine and alkali-intercalated multiwall ‘Fermi-DOS’), while graphene is an idealized 2D model of
nanotubes (MWNT) are reviewed in Section 3. In Section a perfect one. Viewed more physically, those properties

134, EPR, static and high-resolution C-NMR studies of result from the high in-plane delocalization ofp electrons,
pure and functionalized SWNT are considered. Section 4.4 thus generalizing the ‘London ring currents’ well-known in

13presents a recent theoretical modelization of the C aromatic materials. In this respect, a graphene plane is an
infinitely extended aromatic molecule. Such delocalization
and degeneracies result in very specific electronic prop-*Corresponding author. Tel.:133-4-6714-3598; fax:133-4-
erties which are typical of graphite, i.e.:6714-4637.
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• a very high in-plane electronic mobility, related to very shifts arising from these ‘macroscopic’ fields is from 0 to
small effective masses of the charge carriers; 4px , i.e. 600 ppm, a very wide range! Moreover, thei

• a high axial diamagnetic susceptibility (48 ppm, room demagnetizing field is generally inhomogeneous inside
temperature volume, or relative, value); parallelepipedic samples, thus yielding strong broadening.

• a high axialg-shift of the EPR line, resulting in a 70 Although such susceptibility-enhancement effects had also
Gauss axial anisotropy at 10 GHz and room tempera- initially been suspected in carbon nanotubes [7], they have
ture. been ruled out since they appear to be completely sup-

pressed by convenient thermal treatment at around 1600
8C, and thus are attributed to residual catalyst ferromag-The diamagnetic susceptibility (andg-shift) is tem-
netic particles (see Section 4). Thus the reference systemperature-dependent, and thus similarly are the local fields it 13for C-NMR in fullerenes and carbon nanotubes is notwill induce. This will be a useful criterion in order to
graphite itself but graphene: the ‘macroscopic’ effects areseparate local contributions to NMR shifts not correlated
cumulative effects due to 3D stacking of graphene planes;with the susceptibility enhancement. Since those properties
there are neither demagnetizing nor Lorentz fields in aare closely related to the band degeneracy, any perturba- 1single graphene plane for the (c)iH orientation. Thus, the0tion resulting either in a breaking of degeneracy or in a
challenge was: (1) to obtain reliable results for graphitesubstantial Fermi-level shift (.0.2 eV) would immediately
and (2) to deduce from them graphene reference values.reduce those properties to the usual standard low values 13Fig. 1 gives an overview of the various C shifts to be[1–3]. This occurs in two situations worthy of interest for
discussed in the following sections.the ‘new’ carbon materials: the emergence of a gap

(fullerenes, non-conducting nanotubes), or a shift of the
Fermi level outside the degeneracy region, following 2.1.1. The experimental situation
charge transfer (i.e. doping and intercalation in graphite, Due to the above graphite susceptibility enhancement

13fullerenes and nanotubes). A very nice early demonstration effects, the experimental situation of C-NMR in graphite
of this last fact has been given from susceptibility mea- is as follows:
surements on slightly boron-doped HOPG, where the

2susceptibility enhancement was shown to decrease to some • all carbon materials with sp binding (pyrolytic car-
24 23ppm between 10 and 10 atomic boron concentration bons, cokes, graphite) exhibit a main peak around

2[4]. Similarly, the large EPRg-factor anisotropy in 1180 to1185 ppm, a peak considered as typical of sp
3graphite is reduced to almost zero in graphite intercalation binding (the sp region lying around140 ppm);

compounds due to substantial charge transfer [5,6]. • with either the various graphite powders or the usual
13The C shifts will, in this paper, be referred to TMS parallelepipedic oriented samples (HOPG, PGCCL), an

with the convention that aparamagnetic shift, resulting axial anisotropic distribution is revealed; however, the
from a paramagnetic interaction (i.e. a high-frequency or (c)iH component of the shift tensor (which arises at the0

low-field shift), is considered as positive, while adiamag- step position in powders) is very badly or even not
netic shift will be negative (other conventions may be determined: not only it is strongly broadened by the
encountered in ‘old’ papers). sample-dependent demagnetizing field inhomogeneity,

but also, in powders, generally more or less smeared out
by diamagnetic orientational effects which favor the
(a,b)iH field orientation.02. The NMR background: graphite and related

materials
2.1.2. The ‘ homogeneous demagnetizing field’

132.1. C-NMR in pure graphite experiments
Surprisingly, a clear awareness of the role of the

13Although graphite is aconcrete reference material for demagnetizing field in the C-NMR of pure graphite was
either fullerenes or nanotubes, there are strong differences obtained only relatively recently—in 1988—almost simul-
between 3D graphite and single graphene sheets due to 3D taneously by two groups, in Japan and in France, who
stacking. Indeed, the high diamagnetic susceptibility of decided to build samples free of demagnetizing field
graphite results in important macroscopic fields—the de- inhomogeneity [3,10,11]. An ellipsoid and a sphere were
magnetizing field and the Lorentz internal field—yielding independently built from HOPG by the Japanese [10] and
strong shifts of the (c) component of the shift tensor over French [3,11] teams, respectively. Their results, which are
hundreds of ppm, depending on the sample shape: the
volume or relative diamagnetic susceptibilityx of graphitei

26 1along (c) amounts to247.8?10 , a very high value, while This is completely independent of the controversial question of
26the value along (a,b), x 5 2 0.8? 10 , remains inside whether or not the sole 2D model of graphite is able to account for'

the usual range. The expected range of supplementary the susceptibility enhancement [8,9].
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13Fig. 1. Overview of the various C shifts in graphite and related compounds.

complementary and in mutual agreement, solve definitively just a ‘graphite without susceptibility enhancement macro-
13and in an elegant way the irritating problem of C-NMR scopic effects’, i.e. a single graphene plane.

in pure graphite, leading to clear interpretations. The In a 3D graphite sample, the local field experienced by
results are as follows: the atoms of a given graphene plane is the sum of not only

the external and demagnetizing fields, but also of the
• a very well resolved doublet is observed for the (c) internal Lorentz field, which is 4px 5 2601 ppm if thei

component, with 37 ppm splitting, while the (a,b) graphene plane is considered as embedded in a flat cavity
component at 183 ppm remains single and very narrow; bounded by neighboring planes. These fields follow the
evidently, this doublet, which was expected from same temperature dependence as the axial susceptibility.
electronic structure models, is related to a slight differ- Thus, the graphene principal values of the shift tensor are
ence in local density of states (LDOS) on the two types, obtained by correcting the observed graphite shifts from
A and B, of carbon atoms; the demagnetizing and Lorentz shifts. A detailed analysis,

• the intrinsic mean position, i.e. corrected from the including a small Pauli correction for graphite, can be
demagnetizing field shift of the (c) doublet at room found in Refs. [3,11] and implicitly in Ref. [10]. The final
temperature, is found to lie at2580 ppm, resulting in result is:for a single graphene plane (i.e with zero Fermi-
an anisotropy of2763 ppm, a very high value not DOS), the (a,b) chemical shift, d , the isotropic shift, d ,a,b iso

expected in preliminary studies! Note that the observed both referenced to TMS, and the chemical shift anisotropy
anisotropy is always reduced by the demagnetizing are:
effect;

d 5 1 183 ppm, d 5 1 128 ppm,• very important for corroborating the interpretations was a,b iso

the very nice variable temperature study performed by
d 5d 2d 5 2 16365 ppmaniso c a,bthe Japanese group: a temperature-independent term of

ca. 2150 ppm is found in the anisotropy [10]. Since
both the Lorentz and demagnetizing fields follow the The d value is remarkably close to the2150 ppmaniso

diamagnetic susceptibility temperature dependence, this obtained by the Japanese group for the temperature-in-
temperature-independent contribution to the full aniso- dependent part of the anisotropy [10]. This means that the
tropy is the signature of a specific temperature-in- extended ‘ring currents’ (related to the band degeneracy
dependent interaction which will be discussed below. and high mobility of the carriers), which are responsible
This term will be shown to remain almost constant in for the temperature-dependent high susceptibility, yield, on

2all sp -dominant carbon materials. the contrary, only a small (negligible?) contribution (,10
ppm) to the shift as long as a single plane is considered.

2.1.3. Interpretation: from graphite to graphene This is not surprising since the contribution of a ring
We need for comparisons with nanotubes and fullerenes current to the susceptibility is proportional to its area,
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23while its contribution to the shift isr , where r is its anisotropy of frozen benzene and that of the tem-
radius. perature-independent term of graphite suggests a com-

mon origin, i.e. an orbital interaction, temperature-
independent, and independent of the band properties of

2.1.3.1. Experimental confirmation from boronated graphite, thus a very local one.
graphite. It is known that a slight doping of graphite—
less than 1% atomic—with boron has the effect of lower-
ing the graphite Fermi level, without otherwise modifying 2.1.4.1. The Van-Vleck orbital susceptibility and the Pople
the p bandshapes. Thus, the Fermi level may be shifted shift. The Van-Vleck term in the in-plane orbital suscep-
just outside the degeneracy region, and the ‘anomalous’ tibility of aromatic molecules is a paramagnetic, intra-
axial susceptibility enhancement of graphite reduced to atomic temperature-independent term arising fromp→s*
zero. The early susceptibility measurements by Soule [4] and s→p* transitions for the in-plane field orientation,
showed that the decrease inx is fully completed at 0.4%.i while they are forbidden, due to axial symmetry, for the
Thus, similar behavior could be expected for the chemical axial one (see, for example Ref. [18]). This term is a local
‘macroscopic enhancement’ of the chemical shift aniso- term yielding only a small contribution to the suscep-
tropy. The experiment, performed by the French Orleans tibility. But, for the same reason as discussed above, it is
group, was fully conclusive: using an oriented sample, and able to yield a largeparamagnetic shift, known as the
although the (c) component is broadened, the following Pople or Ramsey shift, of the (a,b) component, thus
results (not corrected for a small Pauli contribution) were contributing to the main part of the benzene shift aniso-
obtained for 0.54% atomic doping: tropy. The above results for graphite and graphene suggest

strongly that the temperature-independent term of thed 5 1 18063 ppm, d 5d 2da,b aniso c a,b
graphite shift anisotropy has the same origin. This has been

5 2 155610 ppm suggested before by Tsang et al. [19], where a range of
702170 ppm had been predicted within the Ramsey
analysis for this contribution. In such an analysis, theSuch a value ford (2155 ppm, not2760!) isaniso
orbital paramagnetic term arises as a second-order per-comparable to the graphene anisotropy deduced above.
turbation term, but it is larger than the first-order term.Thus, slightly boronated graphite produces aconcrete
This suggests some conceptual difficulties. Nevertheless, amodel for graphene which is no longer an ‘abstraction’.
refined calculation by Saito et al. [20] yielded2148 ppm
for the graphene anisotropy, a very remarkable result!

2.1.4. Discussion
The result for the graphene plane is extremely interest- 2.1.4.2. The Fukuyama formalism and modern

ing from several viewpoints: techniques. In order to circumvent these difficulties, a
new approach was proposed by Fukuyama [21] as early as
1971. It was intended to avoid these difficulties due to• The (a,b) position and the anisotropy are within some
partial cancellation between two large and gauge-depen-ppm of the frozen benzene values (see Fig. 1 in Ref.
dent diamagnetic and paramagnetic terms and to the[13]). Moreover, the isotropic shift isexactly the liquid
artificial separation between local (i.e. atomic) and delocal-benzene shift! Since other large aromatic molecules in

13 ized terms (ring currents). The theory lies in the Luttinger–the solid state exhibit C spectra similar to benzene,
Kohn formalism, uses Green function techniques and iswe uncover the expected fact that a graphene plane is
‘rigorous’ in the sense that the result is gauge-invariant.just an infinitely extended aromatic molecule. A
But the calculations are difficult.graphene plane, not of course, 3D graphite!

The first application to graphite was due to Kobayashi• Experimentally, among graphite-related materials, those
and Tsukada [22] in 1988. In a simplified model (nohaving zero or sufficiently small Fermi-DOS and no

13 overlap, no energy dispersion) they could account forsusceptibility enhancement have C shifts and aniso-
about two-thirds of the graphene anisotropy. This formal-tropy quite close to the graphene values. Thus,
ism was also used in a calculation of the 3D graphitegraphene appears as a model concept for a wide range

´susceptibility by Sharma et al. [23], and by Fretigny et al.of materials. This is particularly evident from Fig. 1 of
[24] in a comparison between low-DOS donor and accep-Ref. [13] for C (the double hump on the (a,b) side is60

tor GIC.due to an imperfect local axial symmetry and the peak
Thus, in spite of technical difficulties, it is clear thatat the isotropic position to incomplete freezing of the

modern approaches should be ahead of the old dilemmasballs [14]). It is also true for the acceptor GIC, which
of dia–para and local–non-local and give way as far asare known to be almost perfect 2D synthetic metals
possible to unified approaches. This is more or less aswith low Fermi-DOS, and also for the ‘interior’ planes
initiated by Fukuyama [21] and this is especially true, ofin high-stage alkali-GIC [15–17].
course, for carbon nanotubes.• The quantitative similarity between the chemical shift
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2.2. ‘Metallic shifts’ and graphite intercalation temperatures), in which the shift tensor is averaged by
compounds the rapid rotation of the balls.

13By ‘metallic shifts’ we mean the Knight shifts, i.e. those 2.2.1. C metallic shifts
shifts which are related to a non-zero Fermi-DOS. Al- Since high Fermi-DOS are observed in alkali-GIC [26]
though small in pure graphite (some ppm), they become and the isotropic shift is quite small, the anisotropic
dominant in alkali donor-GIC, which are true metals, for metallic shifts, referenced to the graphene shifts, have been

13two reasons: the high Fermi-DOS, and the shift of the used for a scaling of the dipolar interaction with the C
Fermi level out of the degeneracy region, thus reducing to nucleus versus Fermi-DOS or charge transfer. In this
zero the susceptibility enhancement and the anomalous traceless dipolar interaction, the (a,b) shift is diamagnetic
‘macroscopic field’ effects. This is of consequence for and the (c) shift is opposite and twice its value [3]; thus,
carbon nanotubes, since: situations can occur in which a crossing of the principal

components of the tensor is observed and the total aniso-
• single and multiwall carbon nanotubes have been tropy is reversed as compared to the graphene one (e.g.,

intercalated with alkali species and can be compared stage 1 alkali-GIC). This is always typical of a high
with their GIC homologues; Fermi-DOS and such crossings have also been observed in

• yet more important: GIC studies have provided a alkali-doped nanotubes [27–29]. Finally, taking into ac-
13scaling of the isotropic and anisotropic C metallic count the quasi-complete charge transfer for stages$2, the

shifts versus the Fermi-DOS and the charge transfer; resulting scaling is [3,13]
• the isotropic part of the shift, which practically vanishes

21K 5K 2K 5 2 1200 ppm?eV /C atom oraniso c a,bto zero in graphite, is related to thes2p hybridization
arising from the curvature in fullerenes and in carbon | 2 1800 ppm/electron
nanotubes.

Since the (a,b) peak is always sharper and easier to detect,
we may recall:

Two parts have to be considered in metallic shifts, the
211

]K 5 K 5 2400 ppm? eV /C atom orisotropic part and the anisotropic part. Both are propor- a,b aniso3

tional to the Fermi-DOS and, consequently, to the Pauli | 2 600 ppm/electron
susceptibility:

Although the above scalings deserve some reservations
because the Fermi-level DOS values are deduced directly• the isotropic Knight—or ‘contact’—interaction is the
from low-temperature specific heat measurements without‘metallic’ version of the general electron–nucleus para-
any electron–phonon correction, they can be considered asmagnetic contact interaction, which is always propor-
a good guide, at least in order of magnitude, to estimatetional to the wavefunction magnetic moment (here

2 charge transfers or Fermi-DOS. This is especially valid forrepresented by the factorm n(E )) and to the electronB F
the doping of nanotubes or fullerenes with alkali or otherprobability density at the nucleus. It is proportional to
species.the probability density of the Fermi conduction electron

13 An interesting point is to consider the above scalings ason the C nucleus:
determinations of hyperfine fields characteristic ofp

8p 8p orbitals:2 2 2] ]K 5 C (0) m n(E )5 C (0) xiso F B F F P3 3 p pK 5H m n (E )hyp B p F
2where C (0) is the conduction electron probabilityF where the formula is for any component andn is thepdensity at the nucleus,m is the Bohr magneton,n(E )B F partial p-DOS (i.e. the total DOS weighted by thepthe Fermi-DOS andx the Pauli susceptibility. Thus,P

13 2 character of the conduction electron wavefunction). Thisthis term would be zero for C in perfect sp situa-
pH tensor field is thus the local field that would resulthyptions. It has been re-evaluated in Refs. [3,25] using

from a Bohr magneton added to thep orbital. Theexperimental data from Refs. [15,16]: it appears as
isotropic and anisotropic parts of the hyperfine field of apslightly paramagnetic (contrary to the initially proposed
orbital are then obtained:interpretation);

p,iso p,aniso• the anisotropic Knight shifts arise from the dipolar H |800062000 Gauss, H |205 000 Gausshyp hyp
distant conduction electron–nucleus interaction. Since

These values are characteristic of the response of thepthis interaction is traceless, it does not contribute to the
orbitals to a charge transfer in a non-molecular conductiveisotropic shift; this is why it does not have to be
system.considered in either cubic materials or in situations of

It is interesting to note that, extrapolating to infinitestrong motional narrowing such as in liquids or, for
stage (i.e. zero doping and about zero Fermi-DOS), theexample, C at room temperature (but not at low60
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(a,b) position of the ‘interior planes’ in GIC should lead to room-temperature anisotropy of graphite decreases to
the graphene (a,b) position. Indeed, the experimental ca. 1 Gauss or less due to substantial Fermi-level shifts,
values from Maniwa et al. and Kume et al. [15,16], slightly resulting in true metallic behavior [5,6,13]. Such will
re-interpreted in Refs. [3,25], lead to an extrapolated shift also be the case (see below) for carbon nanotubes in
of exactly 183 ppm, just the graphene one! which no strong susceptibility enhancement has been

detected;
• a specific character of EPR in graphitic materials is

2.2.2. Alkali metallic shifts related to their high conductivity: this results in
Alkali-NMR is also concerned with carbon nanotubes asymmetric ‘dysonian’ lineshapes from which mobility

through the intercalation of alkali metals in single and or carrier mean free path estimations have been deduced
multiwall carbon nanotubes: it allows simple charge-trans- in some cases [3,6]. In any case, the dysonian shape is
fer estimations. The main shift experienced by an alkali the signature of high conductivity;
nucleus is the isotropic Knight shift from the conduction • with respect to alkali-intercalated materials, the line-
electrons, the anisotropic terms essentially being negligible width is dominated by the spin–orbit interaction of the
due to the symmetry of the alkali s orbital: conduction electron with the alkali atom. The effect is

quite spectacular for first stage GIC, in which, due to8p 8ps s 2 2 s 2] ]K 5 uC (0)u m n(E )5 uC (0)u x relatively incomplete charge transfers, the alkali s-iso F B F F P3 3
character of the conduction electron is substantial. In

s 2 higher stage compounds, the ‘contact’ with the alkaliwhereuC (0)u is now the conduction electron probabilityF
atom, although negligible from a NMR point of view, isat the alkali nucleus. Comparing with the alkali metallic
nevertheless sufficient for this effect to dominate theKnight shifts (same formula with metal values), and
linewidth. For example, the EPR line of the first stageprovided the Fermi-DOS are known both for the metal and
compound CsC is not observed (much too broad!),8the alkali-GIC, an ‘equivalent s-alkali character’a can bes
while that for RbC is 180 Gauss wide and for KC 128 8deduced: it is the fraction of conduction electrons which,
Gauss. The observed broadenings, both in alkali-GICplaced in the alkali s orbital, would yield the observed
and in alkali-intercalated C , obey pretty well the60shift. Then, 12 a is defined as the charge transfer ‘vieweds 4classicalZ law for the spin–orbit interaction, whereZfrom the Fermi level’.
is the alkali atomic number [13]. We shall see belowThe main result for alkali-GIC is that the charge
that similar behavior has been found for alkali-interca-transfer, although high, is incomplete in first stage com-
lated carbon nanotubes.pounds (Knight shifts of the order of one-quarter to one-

eighth of the metal value are observed), while the alkali
atoms are practically fully ionized in higher stage com-

3.1.1. Pristine MWNT materialpounds (the line is at the ionic position) [3,12,30–33]. The
An almost symmetric line has been observed atg |2,same technique applied to alkali-C intercalation com-60

the intensity of which exhibits a mixed temperaturepounds showed that the alkali ionization is complete.
dependence: a small temperature-independent Pauli-likeRecent measurements on Cs-intercalated MWNT and
term is associated with a small Curie-like term whichSWNT have shown that the alkali nucleus is also practical-
becomes dominant only below 50 K. This is typical of aly fully ionized [34].
low-conducting material containing, at least in part, low
Fermi-DOS conductors and in which the Curie contribu-
tion may be attributed to a small number of paramagnetic

133. EPR and static C-NMR in pristine and centers localized at the defects [27,36]. In this respect, it
intercalated MWNT should be kept in mind that the Fermi-DOS expected from

21theoretical models [37] (0.015 eV per spin for a single
3.1. EPR in MWNT wall conducting (10,10) tube) are closer to the graphite

21value (0.07 eV perp electron [26]) than to good
EPR has been performed on catalytic MWNT, both on conductors. It should also be noted that, in such models,

pristine and on alkali-intercalated materials [35]. We the DOS of conducting nanotubes exhibit a ‘pseudo-gap’ at
should first recall the main facts concerning EPR in the Fermi level, a shape quite different from that of a
graphite, boronated graphite and GIC: standard semi-metal (graphite) or of true metals with a

high Fermi-DOS. No such detailed band models are
available for MWNT, but since they are constructed from a• as suggested in the Introduction, the largeg-factor
limited number of single tubes, there is no reason to expectanisotropy of pure graphite reflects its strong diamag-
a high conductivity in pristine MWNT. We underline, ofnetic anisotropy: it is expected to disappear as soon as
course, that the highg-shift anisotropy of graphite dis-the band-degeneracy conditions are no longer fulfilled.
appears.Such is the case for GIC in which the 70 Gauss
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3.1.2. K intercalation in (KC )-GIC: a high-field 90 ppm shift of the (a,b)8

After K intercalation, yielding a first stage compound component and a reverse shift of the (c) component
with mean stoichiometry around KC , the material exhibits [27,29]. Such large shifts are well known in alkali-GIC,8

clear metallic properties and is very similar to its GIC where they arise from the distant dipolar interaction
13homologue: the line is dysonian, i.e. asymmetric between the C nucleus and conduction electrons, a

(asymmetry|2.3), a shape quite characteristic of conduc- traceless interaction (d 5 22d , d .0), yielding shiftsc a,b c

tors [27,36]; its temperature behavior is now fully Pauli- proportional to the Fermi-DOS which have been scaled
like and its intensity is strongly amplified (times|40 at from alkali-GIC studies (see The NMR background). It
300 K), the possibly small Curie term now becoming will be shown below that intercalation of K, Rb and Cs
completely negligible over the larger scale. Moreover, the between the tubes in SWNT bundles [35], yielding interca-
g factor is now temperature-independent, contrary to the lated materials with stoichiometry near MC , yields similar8

pristine material, in the same way as observed in GIC. This results. This is a signature of charge-transfer conducting
reveals a clear shift of the Fermi level well outside thep species, in many respects similar to GIC.
bands quasi-degeneracy region; the linewidth, although Indeed, carbon nanotubes appear to be intermediate
larger than in KC -GIC, has the same order of magnitude. systems between graphene and fullerenes: the modifica-8

3The effective number of spins, directly related to the tions induced by the curvature and sp mixing and
Pauli susceptibility and Fermi-DOS, has been estimated conductivity remain relatively small. In that respect, the
from the line intensity: it is in agreement with a first stage intercalation studies have provided supplementary con-
compound such as KC -GIC, a very good conductor. A firmation. However, such moderate modifications can be8

13rough estimation of the Fermi temperature yielded a value determined through C-NMR, but they generally require
of ca. 15 000 K, a quite plausible value, similar to the dynamic (MAS) measurements, as shown in the next
KC -GIC value [29]. This value, resulting from a very section.8

crude free electron model, should not be considered
‘exact’, but as a clear indication that the Fermi temperature

13should be thousands—not hundreds!—of Kelvin, thus 4. Static and high-resolution C-NMR in SWNT and
defining a true and good conductor. some of their derivatives: experiments and theoretical

Second stage compounds have also been prepared, inpredictions
which a strong line narrowing is observed as compared to
the first stage, similarly to alkali-GIC. This narrowing has 4.1. Brief comment on SWNT materials
previously been interpreted in alkali-GIC as a consequence
of a quasi-complete charge transfer in stages.1, contrary Since the properties of SWNT have been shown to be
to first stage compounds, thus resulting in a reduced strongly dependent on the chemical preparation and chemi-
spin–orbit interaction (see above). cal modification, we address here a brief comment on our

production and purification methods. To prepare carbon
133.2. Static C-NMR in MWNT SWNT, the electric arc discharge technique was used in

order to vaporize carbon in the presence of two catalyst
3.2.1. Pristine catalytic MWNT mixtures in the molar proportions 96.8% C, 2.8% Rh and

In pristine catalytic MWNT, a main peak is observed at 1.1% Pt, and 98.92% C, 0.54% Ni and 0.54% Y. The
the graphene (a,b) position (183 ppm/TMS), associated material is collected directly from the collerette which
with a broad distribution of over 500 ppm on the diamag- contains, in some special area (typically the fiber [39]), a

2netic side [27]. The main peak is usual in all sp -like high density of carbon nanotubes. Fig. 2 presents such
carbon materials, but the distribution is wider than usual (it millimetric grains at two magnifications. Other forms of
should be|200 ppm) when no susceptibility enhancement carbon such as fullerenes, graphitized carbon structures,
is present (see: The NMR background). Even wider amorphous carbon and encapsulated catalyst particles in
distributions have been reported by Maniwa et al. in graphitic shells can be detected in minute quantities. Such
SWNT bundles, which leads us to suspect high suscep- as-grown nanotubes can be investigated without any
tibility effects [7]. Actually, it has further been shown that purification if the quantity of Ni:Y catalyst is not too high
such wide distributions could be attributed to residual (,1%), or if non-ferromagnetic catalysts are used such as
catalyst impurities, which can be removed by suitable heat Pt:Rh. In the case of functionalization, a purification step
treatment [38]. has to be used. Our chemical procedure starts with an

oxidation step in nitric acid under reflux. The next
133.2.2. Static C-NMR in alkali-intercalated MWNT important step is a chromatographic separation using a

In potassium-intercalated MWNT with a first stage stationary phase consisting of potassium polyacrylate
structure (KC ), a powder distribution of the shifts is swollen in distilled water [40]. Finally, a high-temperature8

observed, with a reversed anisotropy as compared to annealing is performed in order to eliminate the remainder
graphene: the principal values are close to those observed of the catalyst and the solvant.
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Fig. 2. (a) Millimetric grains of carbon nanotubes collected from fibers of the collerette. (b) High density of carbon nanotubes in bundles
observed by SEM in such fibers.

134.2. EPR in SWNT bundles 4.3. Static and MAS C-NMR in pristine SWNT

Generally, no intrinsic EPR line is observed in heat- The room-temperature, high-resolution magic angle
13treated SWNT, except for one report [41], a result which spinning C-NMR experiments presented here were per-

has not been reproduced. This inability to reproduce the formed in air or in vacuum on Bruker ASX200 (v 5 500

result could be related, according to one of the authors, to MHz) and ASX400 (v 5 100 MHz) spectrometers using0

the evolution in the technical conditions of the sample Hahn echo pulse sequences with four phases alternation
synthesis, the strict former conditions no longer being in synchronized with the spinning rate of the rotor. TheT1

use [42]. The SWNT bundles prepared at GDPC, Montpel- relaxation times were obtained using the saturation re-
lier (not heat treated), were intercalated with alkali (K, Rb, covery technique and performed under vacuum, air or inert
Cs) [35]. The KC compound was then examined by EPR; gas atmosphere. Only a few groups have reported on the8

three lines were observed: properties of carbon nanotubes using nuclear magnetic
resonance. The main difficulty concerns the large magnetic
inhomogeneity induced by the catalyst used in the growth• a very large (800 Gauss) line attributed to residual Ni
process, which prevents any magnetic measurements. Forferromagnetic impurities;
example, we have shown using MAS NMR that the spectra• a low-intensity very narrow line (1 Gauss) of unde-
of carbon nanotubes change drastically before and after atermined origin, but corresponding to a very small
high-temperature bake at 1600 K [38]. Before annealing,number of spins (defects?);
the sidebands indicate a very broad line with about 1500• a dysonian line of 35 Gauss width, similar to that
ppm of anisotropy. The reduction of the anisotropy afterobserved in KC -MWNT, attributed to conducting8

baking the samples suggests this broadening is related tointercalated SWNT.
ferromagnetic impurities of Ni nanoparticles, which can be
eliminated only at high temperature. It was also realizedIt should be mentioned that, starting with a sample of
that the purification method could strongly modify thebundles from Rice University as pristine material, practi-
properties of carbon nanotubes and that a compromise hascally the same spectrum was finally obtained [43]. These
to be found between the quality of the materials and theresults are again typical of a charge-transfer conductor
quantity and type of catalyst. The use of a non-ferromag-resulting from intercalation.
netic Pt:Rh catalyst appears to be the best solution toThe work of Bandow et al. [44] is also in agreement
investigate the as-grown nanotubes by NMR, and Ni:Y towith the above results. The interpretation of the high

13prepare functionalized nanotubes. Static and MAS C-resulting conductivity as a charge-transfer process is
NMR spectra of carbon nanotubes are presented in Fig. 3.reinforced by various transport properties studies [35,44–
The static spectrum (Fig. 3a) shows a typical powder46].
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13Fig. 3. (a) C static NMR on carbon nanotubes and (b) high-resolution MAS NMR spectrum. (w) Sidebands.

lineshape with principal valuesd 5 240 ppm,d 5 171 changes of the hydridization of the carbon related to the11 22

ppm andd 5 236 ppm. Note that the use of one tensor different chiralities. Fig. 4 presents the very similar NMR33

could overestimate the chemical shift anisotropy tensor if signatures of Ni:Y and Pt:Rh carbon nanotubes. From the
the lineshape is a convolution of similar tensors. Such point of view of NMR, no difference could be detected

2static and MAS NMR signatures are expected for an sp from these two routes of nanotube production. One may
carbon which belongs to a curved graphene sheet. The speculate if there is a way to separate the response of the
spectra are quite similar to those of aromatic materials metallic from the semiconducting nanotubes in these two
without susceptibility enhancement (frozen benzene, C , spectra. Metallic nanotubes are expected to present a60

graphene): a quasi-axial anisotropic powder distribution paramagnetic shift due to delocalized ring currents (see
ranging over 02220 ppm, with the main peak at 183 ppm Section 4.4) [48,49] and a negligible Knight shift, since the
[28]. These results are not surprising, since the expected DOS at the Fermi level is low atg(E )50.015 states/eV?F

Fermi-DOS for metallic tubes is low (see EPR above) and spin?atom. Only one, broad isotropic line is then generally
thus the large traceless shifts arising from the dipolar observed, which is the sum of several isotropic lines
interaction with conduction electrons are proportional to centered around 126 ppm. In order to observe metallic /
the Fermi-DOS and should remain of the order of 10 ppm semiconducting nanotubes, relaxation time experiments

21[we make use of the scalingK 5 2400 ppm?eV /C can be used. The first observations of metallic anda,b

atom, deduced from alkali-GIC studies (see Section 2)]. semiconducting nanotubes by measuringT relaxation was1

Similar spectra were obtained by Tang et al. [47] for reported in Ref. [47]. The spin lattice relaxation timeT is1

purified SWNT prepared by the laser-ablation technique. sensitive to the presence of conduction electrons, which are
13The MAS spectrum (Fig. 3b) shows a unique isotropic line an efficient source of relaxation for the C spins. Fig. 5

at 126 ppm and sidebands which extend over roughly 300 presents magnetization recovery:
ppm. The width at half maximum of the isotropic line is
found to be broad (about 50 ppm) and is interpreted as a 12M /M0

distribution of isotropic lines. For instance, the two types
of nanotubes, metallic and semiconducting, should present in the case of Pt:Rh nanotubes in air and in vacuum. Two
a distribution of NMR shifts which depends on small components with differentT are observed in both experi-1
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13Fig. 4. C MAS NMR on (a) Ni:Y and (b) Pt:Rh carbon nanotubes. (w) Sidebands.

ments. For the sample under vacuum, one could estimate a semiconductor nanotubes, respectively. The first moment
fast relaxing component: of the experimental static line is paramagnetically shifted

for short delays. Since metallic nanotubes have a shorter
T 5 5s relaxation time, they give the major contribution below 5 s.1f

In this way, we can estimate a line splitting of about 10
and a slow component: ppm between metallic and semiconducting nanotubes. In

light of this analysis we deconvoluted (Fig. 7) the isotropic
T 590s1s line at 126 ppm using two Lorentzian lines with the

relative intensities found fromT relaxation measurements.1with a ratio of 40 and 60%, respectively. This result is in
This result is in good agreement with the recent theoreticalgood agreement with Tang et al. and can be interpreted on
predictions of 12 ppm line splitting due to delocalized ringthe basis of the presence of metallic and semiconducting
currents as described in Section 4.4.carbon nanotubes. In addition, Tang et al. [47] reported a

To complete this section on lineshape andT relaxation1temperature dependence study of the relaxation time. They
analysis, we point out that, in the case of chemically orfound a metallic temperature dependence (i.e. Korringa-
mechanically damaged nanotubes, similar results for thelike) behavior for T , from which a Fermi-DOS is1f
line position and chemical shift anisotropy were found.obtained in agreement with the expected values for metal-
Nevertheless, the relaxation time study revealed the dis-lic tubes. The second one,T , is associated with a very1s
appearance of the short relaxing component attributed tosmall, although not strictly zero, Fermi-DOS (of the same
metallic nanotubes. This suggests that electronic localiza-order as the graphite one). In order to evaluate the possible
tions could appear in damaged carbon nanotubes due toline splitting between metallic and semiconducting
defects, vacancies, etc., in the graphene plane. Suchnanotubes, we analyzed the first moment of the static line
behavior can be correlated with the modifications of theas a function of the delay during a saturation recovery
Raman lineshape [50].experiment. Fig. 6 shows the evolution from 100 ms to 120

s; the solid line is the theoretical dependence of the first
moment of the spectrumI , i.e. the position of the masstot 134.4. C-NMR chemical shift calculations in SWNTcenter of the line, which is calculated using the expression

1 2 We now turn to the theoretical predictions of the] ]I 5 I (12exp(2t /T ))1 I (12exp(2t /T )) (1)tot s 1s f 1f3 3
magnetic shielding tensor of single-wall carbon nanotubes
[48,49]. The physical origin of the shift in the Larmorwhere I and I are the tensor lineshapes of metallic andf s
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Fig. 5. Magnetization recovery as a function of decay time measured at room temperature.

frequency is the local modification of the magnetic field atomic contribution [51]. The first is due to delocalized
due to the neighborhood of the resonant nuclear spin. If the inter-atomic currents and is a function of the electronic
studied material is a pure carbon compound, the principal levels of the whole system, whereas the second is a local

13 13cause of the shift is the electrons, while the other C spins effect due to the hybridization of the C atom [52]. The
curvature of the graphene sheet needed to form tubes withact through dipolar broadening. This electronic contribu-
diameters close to the experimental value (R. 0.68 nmtion is separated into two parts, respectively called the

↔ 2 3[53]) implies that an sp –sp partial rehybridization of thechemical shift tensors, which is the effect of the orbital
↔

C atoms occurs. Hence, the s character of thep hybridmotion, and the contact term of the Knight shiftK, which '
23orbital is no longer negligible and varies around 5310 .we write as a Fermi contact effect of the electron spin. The

↔
However, the dispersion of the rehybridization in a samples tensor can be separated into two parts: the London

ring-current contribution denoted RC and the Pople intra-

Fig. 7. The 126 ppm isotropic line and its deconvolution with two
Fig. 6. First moment of the static line during a saturation recovery Lorentzian lines attributed to metallic and semiconducting
experiment. nanotubes.
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3is small, and, consequently, the Pople part will be nearly vector potential at sitei. In the case of SWNT, theszz

the same for all the nanotubes, and does not depend much component is a principal value of the tensor, as a conse-
on the chirality [54]. Moreover, in high-resolution mea- quence of their uniaxial character. The two other com-
surements, the tensor line reduces to its isotropic part: ponents are the radials and orthoradials .rad ortho↔

1 Fig. 8a presents the computed powder spectra of the RC]s 5 Tr[s]. Then, in our case, the Pople part gives riseiso 3

chemical shift tensor for isolated infinite nanotubes atto a global shift of the whole magnetic response and does
room temperature. We find a very weak dependence of thenot allow distinction between different tubes. Furthermore,
line shape on both the tube radius and chirality. Only thesince the density of states of SWNT at the Fermi level is
s component is different according to the metallic orsmall, g(E ). 0.015 states/eV?spin?atom [37], the Knight zzF

semiconducting character of the tube. This axial com-shift contribution can be neglected in the present study.
ponent isT-independent and diamagnetically shifted forFollowing these assertions, the Larmor frequency for a
semiconductors, whereas it is paramagnetically shifted forgiven site in this system can be approximated by the

→
metallic tubes, with a 1/T dependence. Thes andsseparation of the Zeeman levels of a probe dipolem rad ortho

13 values are always diamagnetic, buts is much smallerlocated at the C nucleus sites. It interacts with the ortho→ →
than the two others. Therefore, NMR is expected to resolveapplied fieldH and the fieldDH created by the electrons,0 →
the electronic tube character, but not the underlyingbut if we restrict the magnetic interaction toDH, we obtain
structural properties of carbon nanotubes. We also per-

→ → →↔ → → → formed a calculation on a random distribution that simu-
H ?s ?m5E(H ,m)2E(H ,2m) (2)0 RC 0 0 lated an actual sample in the diameter range determined

experimentally [53] with a fixed ratio of 1 and 2 for→ →
metallic and semiconducting tubes, respectively. The rel-whereE(H ,m) is the total energy of the electronic system0 →
evant result is shown in Fig. 8b, where the isotropic line ofunder the influence of the magnetic fieldH and the dipole0→
the sample exhibits a clear splitting of 12 ppm between themomentm. In the simplest model,E is taken as twice the
metallic and semiconducting response. The metallic line issum of the occupied energy statese . If a non-zeron

found to be near zero, whereas the semiconducting line istemperature prediction is needed, the total energy is
diamagnetically shifted. This predicted splitting and thereplaced byV, the grand-canonical potential at tempera-
relative intensities of the lines can be used to probe theture T, defined as
metallic–insulator ratio in a bulk sample with high-res-

→ e 2 e→ olution NMR measurements.F n
]]V(H ,m,T )5 2 k T O ln 11exp (3)S S DD0 B k T It is important to check the validity of this result forn B

isolated structures when they are packed into a bundle.
Two approximations are made when computing the mag-wheree is the Fermi energy. The eigenvaluese are foundF n

netic response of a bundle: first, tube–tube interactions areby using the so-called London–Pople method within a
neglected, so that the bundle is considered as a set ofp-electron tight-binding model: briefly, a gauge-invariant
isolated structures. With this assumption, the total fieldbasis is used to expand the secular equation and the

13acting on the C is the sum of the applied field and all thefield-dependent hopping integralt between two atomicij
0 contributions of each tube:orbitalsi andj is taken as the zero-field valuet multipliedij

2by a phase factor [18]:
→ → →↔ (i )
H 5 I 2 O s H (5)S D 0

→ → → → i[bundle2 ie0 ]]t 5 t expS (A 2A ) ? (R 1R )D (4)ij ij i j i j2"c
Second, we keep only the first-nearest-neighbor interac-

→ → → → tion:where R is the position of sitei, and A 5A(R ) is thei i i

→ ↔ →↔ ↔(1) (2)
H 5 ( I 2s 2s )H (6)0

↔ (1)
where s is the internal chemical shift of the tube

2 0 ↔ (2)We take the value of the free hoppingt 5 2.66 eV. We know thatij carrying the nuclear magnetic momentm, ands is the
different values of hopping have been proposed (from 2.5 to 3.1 ˚shift due to the tube which is located approximately 3.4 A
eV). Recent experiments also indicate 2.9 eV, but the exact value 13from the C. Since the inter-tube magnetic interaction is
does not have much influence on the present results.

03 H m m 3 not sensitive to the chirality, and the radius is basicallyWe haveA5A 1A , where A (r)5m3 r /r . The London
constant in a bundle, we restricted our model to two typesmethod implies that=?A50, and for an infinite tube, the Block
of tubes in the bundle: metallic (10,10) and semiconduct-theorem remains valid only if the matrix elements satisfy thez

H0 ing (12,8), which have equivalent radii. A 20 ppmtranslational symmetry; the chosen gauge is thenA 5B z 2x y
H H1 10 0

] ]B y, A 5 2B z 1 B x and A 50. broadening of the tensor due to the influence of the firstz y x z z2 2
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Fig. 8. (a) Computed ring current chemical shift tensor for isolated infinite nanotubes at room temperature. (b) Isotropic line splitting
obtained for metallic /semiconducting nanotubes.

neighbor tube is obtained. This is of the same order of whereas the radial direction is like the perpendicular
magnitude as the metallic–semiconductor splitting. Hence, principal direction. Then, by comparison with graphite, we

↔
the static shielding tensors for isolated tubes is no estimate that a 160 ppm diamagnetic shift should beRC ↔ (2)
longer relevant. However, our results indicate that thes applied to the radial principal direction in order to re-
tensor is quasi-independent on the electronic properties of produce the experimental spectra (see Section 2.1 and Fig.
the first neighbor tube. In addition, the distribution is 9).
symmetric and centered at 0 ppm; it then reduces to a

(2) 13Lorentzian centered near zero,s .0, when averaged 4.5. High-resolution C-NMR in functionalized SWNTiso

over all orientations. The isotropic average of all the
bundle will be nearly equal to the isotropic value of the The functionalization of carbon nanotubes has recently
isolated tube: appeared as a main topic of research in carbon nanotube

derivatives. Because of their potential application for(i )

(1) manipulating, self-arrangement, etc., a completely newO .s (7)S D iso
i[bundle iso field of investigation has opened up [40,55–58]. After the

functionalization of carbon nanotubes had been demon-This means that the approximation of the single tube is not
strated by IR, questions concerning the structural andso bad if we restrict the investigation to the isotropic part
chemical modifications of carbon nanotubes remainedof the chemical shift.
unanswered. In particular, the nature and quantity ofTo finish, we want to address the contribution of the
chemical functions and the possibility of the recovery ofPople local term to the chemical shift anisotropy tensor of
grown nanotubes remained controversial. Our NMR studythe carbon nanotubes. In order to reproduce the experimen-
then focused on the identification of the chemical groupstal spectra, an additive diamagnetic term should be intro-
or defects present in functionalized carbon nanotubes. Theduce to thes component. The longitudinal and orthora-rad nanotube samples were prepared using high-concentrationdial principal directions are similar to the in-plane princi-
nitric acid attack, followed by a filtration step (more detailspal directions of the shielding tensor of a graphene sheet,
can be found in Ref. [40]).
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However, we found that the relative intensities of the lines
are very different in polyacrylic acid compared with the
functionalized nanotubes. From Fig. 10b we find a 1:2
ratio for 182 ppm/42 ppm, in agreement with the number
of inequivalent carbon atoms in polyacrylic acid. The
mismatch is clearly visible in Fig. 10a, where the intensity
of the 182 ppm line is larger for functionalized nanotubes.
This observation suggests that the polyacrylic acid used
during the filtration step is present in the final sample of
soluble nanotubes. Since it is difficult to attribute the
resonance line at 42 ppm to functionalized nanotubes we
attribute the total intensity of the line to polyacrylic acid
impurity. This allows us to estimate the contribution of
polyacrylic acid to the intensity of the line at 182 ppm. The
remainder of the intensity is then assigned to the acid
groups fixed on the nanotubes.

In order to confirm this hypothesis, we performed cross-
polarization and proton-decoupling experiments. In the

Fig. 9. Simulation of the CSA tensor of carbon nanotubes first case, only carbon atoms in the neighborhood of a
including the Pople local term estimated from graphite. (? ? ?) hydrogen are observed and in the second case the broaden-

13Semiconducting nanotubes; (- - -) metallic nanotubes; (———) ing of the C lines due to dipolar coupling with the H
theoretical spectrum. nuclear spins vanishes. Fig. 11 presents (a) Hahn echo, (b)

H decoupling and (c) CPMAS experiments. The CPMAS
experiment clearly indicates that the line at 182 ppm can
be attributed to –COOH groups of polyacrylic acid and the

In addition to the 126 ppm line of highly purified groups attached to the nanotube, and the line at 42 ppm to
nanotubes, three new isotropic lines can be observed (Fig. –CH and –CH of polyacrylic acid. The line at 29 ppm is2

310a) at 182, 42 and 29 ppm. Unfortunately, we could not no longer observed, suggesting that it belongs to sp
directly attribute them to functionalized nanotubes since carbon with four carbons as first neighbors. Furthermore, a

2the polyacrylic acid (used for the chromatography) pre- small contribution is found at 126 ppm, which is due to sp
sents two of these resonances, as can be seen in Fig. 10b. carbons that experience the presence of H atoms. Fig. 11b

13Fig. 10. (a) Solid-state C-MAS NMR of functionalized carbon nanotubes. (b) Liquid-state NMR of polyacrylic acid.
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13Fig. 11. High-resolution C-NMR of functionalized carbon nanotubes: (a) Hahn echo, (b) H decoupling and (c) CPMAS experiments.

shows that the H-decoupling experiment reveals a series of produced. In any case, this structure belonging to modified
2 2 3inequivalent sp carbons. This suggests that functionaliza- sp , the –COOH line and the sp line is the signature of

tion changes the chemical environment of some carbons of functionalized carbon nanotubes. A quantitative experi-
the body of the nanotube by fixing acid groups or creating ment was performed in order to evaluate the number of

3large defects such as vacancies. The different line positions carboxylic and sp carbons of the functionalized carbon
observed on the left side of the 126 ppm line cannot be nanotubes. A deconvolution of the spectrum is presented in
assigned due the large variety of defects that could be Fig. 12. Taking into account the presence of polyacrylic

Fig. 12. Quantitative NMR experiments on functionalized carbon nanotubes.
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13Fig. 13. C-NMR of functionalized nanotubes (a) after and (b) before annealing at 900 K.

13acid impurity and the sidebands, we found that 6% could 2. Particularly, a full understanding of C-NMR in
be attributed to carboxylic groups (182 ppm) and 1.5% to graphite—dominated by strong macroscopic local fields

3the sp line (29 ppm). Since the nanotube is a conjugated resulting from the diamagnetic susceptibility enhance-
system, we suggest that the acid groups are distributed ment—is necessary in order to eliminate such effects in

3over the sidewall of the nanotube and create one sp nanotubes. Actually, in agreement with the fact that
carbon at the site where they are fixed. Acid groups are nanotubes are contructed from either a single or a rela-
also expected at the ends of the nanotubes. All of these tively small number of rolled graphene sheets, the above
acid groups play a major role in the solubility of the results show that their properties are closer to those of
nanotubes. The reversibility of the functionalization was graphene or GIC than to 3D graphite itself. The full static

13tested by heating the sample in vacuum (Fig. 13). At 900 C spectrum of pure nanotubes lies in the same range
13 2K, we observed that the C-NMR lines of the –COOH (0–220 ppm) as graphene, fullerenes and all sp -dominant

3 2groups, sp and the structure of sp attributed to oxidized carbon materials with zero or low Fermi-DOS. Thanks to
nanotubes disappeared. the scaling of the distant and contact electron–nucleus

We clearly observed using NMR the reversibility of the interaction obtained from GIC studies, very good agree-
functionalization by recovering the signature of normal ment is found with theoretical band models predicting zero
carbon nanotubes (see Figs. 4 and 13a). Thus, we found or low low Fermi-DOS in these (non-intercalated) materi-
clear evidence for the functionalization of carbon als. Furthermore, strong quantitative similarities between
nanotubes using solid-state NMR spectroscopy. The solu- alkali-GIC and alkali-intercalated MWNT (see Section 3)
bility of carbon nanotubes is attributed to carboxylic and SWNT have been shown. Through relaxation time

13groups attached on the sidewall and at the ends of the studies and a deconvolution analysis of C-NMR in pure
carbon nanotubes. SWNT, a discrimination between metallic and semicon-

ducting nanotubes has been proposed (Section 4.3) in
association with the theoretical model presented in Section
4.4. Although the expected discrimination is relatively low

5. Conclusion (12 ppm on the isotropic line), the model provides firm
support for further studies and sets clear limits on what can

13Magnetic interactions in carbon nanotubes have been and cannot be expected from C-NMR. A detailed
13reviewed through a report of NMR and EPR investiga- analysis of high-resolution C-NMR of functionalized

tions. An extensive review of the properties of graphite and nanotubes—including peculiar echo and decoupling tech-
graphite intercalation compounds (GIC) is give in Section niques—was reported in Section 4.5, which results in clear
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